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Message classification: Not Protectively Marked 

Hi Julie,

Thanks for providing some clarity below.

I will try and be concise with the information that I provide to your Chair.

The starting point for us was to determine how we define “local” and obtaining a baseline figure from which to measure against going forward.

We use the business address from where we are serviced as opposed to the payment address as there are many organisations with national  headquarters 
that still have local branches employing local people.

The next stage of the process involved a detailed cleansing exercise through our spend data to set suppliers as local/regional or national. We currently have 
KPI’s on local and regional spend and measure this on a monthly basis.

I have provided a snip of the information how we monitor below.



                        

The internal procurement procedure rules as part of our Constitution were modified to allow us to take quotes from local companies up to OJEU thresholds 
for Good and Services and set to £500k for Works as it was felt that over £500k on construction could be to the detriment of value for money as we are 
relative small borough with a limited infrastructure to be able to deliver those larger capital works contracts.



I have attached the link to our constitution  https://www.southtyneside.gov.uk/article/63773/Council-Constitution  (the procurement procedure rules can 
be seen from page 174, the tables highlighting thresholds can be seen on p184  and 186 in support of Supply South Tyneside. (example below for goods and 
services p184).

I have also attached a report on Social value which touches upon our Supply South Tyneside initiatives and supporting documents that we use that I 
presented to our internal Contracts Performance Panel which similar to yours is Member led.

https://www.southtyneside.gov.uk/article/63773/Council-Constitution


The emphasis is very much  on how we move this on and we are also currently doing a “deep dive” to see how we can improve on our local spend and take 
this to the next level and are looking at our work programmes to identify pipeline opportunities for the next 3 years with a view of targeting certain 
contracts or commodity areas through our category management. We will be looking to identify and speak with suppliers who may reside in the borough 
and are currently not bidding or have been unsuccessful at winning or competing  for our contracts and this could include targeted events, supplier visits or 
upskilling with support from our Business Investment Skills team (economic regeneration responsibilities).

I hope this gives you a flavour of our policies and strategic direction that we have from both the Council Members and Chief Executive of the Council. 

Regards,

Peter Lawton
Procurement Lead, Business and Resources
South Tyneside Council, Town Hall, Westoe Road
South Shields, Tyne and Wear NE33 2RL

0191 424 7712

peter.lawton@southtyneside.gov.uk
http://www.southtyneside.gov.uk
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